PAN DOWN TO KYLIAM. DEEPER AND FARTHER WE GO INTO THE PLANET.
Through CLOUDS AND ATMOSPHERE, we go. A Kyliam Transport plane
passes us while thunder and dark clouds take over the sky.
KEEP PANNING DOWN UNTIL WE SEE…
THE DIRTY, ROTTEN, crime-filled planet of Kyliam. A high-rise
fancy skyscraper rises over the poor and slavery that lives
below it. TONS and TONS of unhealthy smoke comes out of HUGE
SMOKE PIPES. Neon-blue, futuristic-looking railroad tracks line
the front of the skyscraper going towards it. The skyscraper is
also known as “The Vestron Castle”
Pan down to an 80* angle, to the slavery life. Whipping,
shouting. Massive outbreak. All of which equal a terrible life
for the lower class. After, another minute of slow pan as we see
a 13-year-old boy in torn clothes and sneakers. Messy hair. This
is our main protagonist: TIM.
Tim is wielding an axe, in order to smash gold and diamonds for
dictator Vestron. Behind him is a rusty old cart so he could put
the loot in. That’s his job for 12 hours a day (2am to 2am the
next day), he has to axe gold and diamonds and put it in that
same cart and dump it for Vestron to use. Not only that but
Kyliam’s weather system and environment isn’t really friendly.
Earthquakes erupt somewhere from between every 3 weeks to 4
months. The caves where he works also have frequent massive
rockslides that could damage/kill somebody.
5 minutes later and Tim seems to be slowing down for tiredness.
Tim looks behind him and up the Vestron Castle. He has a plan
though. To escape this dump and go on a galactic hunt to stop
the slave era of the galaxy.
One day!
WHIP! Suddenly Tim is on the ground hurt. WHIP! Tim is now
struggling. Whipping him with a metal chain is a guard at Tim’s
post. The struggling slave is attempting to get up but can’t.

Instead, the guard forcefully pulls him up and slams to the rock
wall.
GUARD:
Disobedient. Oh! How Vestron would love to see you.
Tim is being pulled by the shirt by the guard…
PAN UP TO SEE THE VESTRON CASTLE...
CUT TO:
INT. VESTRON CASTLE - UPPER PLANET KYLIAM
Coming in like a ROCKING BOAT, the inside of the castle has BLUE
DIAMOND LIGHTING - decreased by 20%. In the middle lies a
MASSIVE STONE-COVERED THRONE CHAIR… On it. A 6’3’ Silver-armored
humanoid: Vestron.
We ROCK IN AND PUSH FORWARD as…
VESTRON:
(Singing)
CONTINUED:
VESTRON (CONT’D):
Blutrote Rosen
Soll'n dich umkosen
Sollen dir sagen:
Dich hab' ich lieb, nur allein dich
Wenn dann die Rosen…
Surrounding the dictator are guards and people only loyal to
him. The guards are dressed in Royal Iron armor with a huge
spear on their right. While some loyalists are dressed like
hags, others are dressed in fancy rich clothes.
Before the Grand Dictator of Planet Kyliam are 10 HUGE flat
screen SECURITY CAMERA screens. These screens are documenting
real world time, what is happening in every corner of Kyliam.
Every camera is hidden every 5 feet apart from the last.
Vestron is singing “Blutrote Rosen” again…

VESTRON (CONT’D):
Blutrote Rosen
Soll'n dich umkosen
Sollen dir sagen:
Dich hab' ich lieb, nur allein dich
Wenn dann die Rosen
Dich zärtlich umkosen
Denke zuweilen
Ein wenig an mich...
The gold doors open and in comes the guard and Tim. Vestron
stops what he is doing, gets up from his chair and walks over to
him.
Towering over the slave, Vestron speaks:
VESTRON:
Tim. Slave to the Post F.14 of the Grand Dictator of Planet
Kyliam. Citizen to the Republic of the Dictator of Planet
Kyliam, you my friend have broken rules applied, if I’m not
CONTINUED:
VESTRON (CONT’D):
mistaken, to every single living soul on this planet. How… have
you broken rules? You are very disobedient. You find ways to
fake why you are late to your post, which obviously symbolizes
you want to leave here. Among many other things.
(Gets something going in his mouth)
(SPITS AT TIM)
Tim REACTS TO THIS by lifting his right hand and wiping it off.
Vestron turns to go back to his chair while low growling noises
come from him, then immediately, instantaneously, whips back
around to face Tim and lands his silver-armored left hand to the
13-year-old’s center and Tim goes flying. Tim hits the wall hard
and goes down hard. On the ground struggling, Tim finds a way to
get up. But before he is able to, the dictator KICKS HIM. Then:
grabs the slave and puts him against the wall.

VESTRON (CONT’D):
(GROWLING)
For years, You have not been like the others. The other pitiful
slaves who work their heart out every single day. I simply
cannot allow this anymore, so… here you are. With a final
sentence of… death.
(Drops Tim)
Vestron goes to his chair and slumps down.
VESTRON (CONT’D):
(To the Guard)
Execute Tim immediately… By beheading. Good-bye Tim.
(Motions ‘head being sliced’)
(Laughs)
The Guard grabs Tim and heads to leave when…
Tim uses his strength to push the guard and take his staff.
TIM:
(Yelling)
ALRIGHT VESTRON, THAT’S ENOUGH!
CONTINUED:
SILENCE…
BEAT…
UNCONTROLLABLE LAUGHTER FILLS THE ROOM…
VESTRON:
You really think. You're capable of handling this entire room
with one metal stick, Tim?
Tim says no as he FIDDLES with the staff,
TIM (CONT’D):
“But the guards have a small explosive hidden inside their
staff.”
(Clicks it open)
“Capable of killing you within seconds. I just armed it on!
Minus well rethink your plans. Bam, what?”
Tim grins as he THROWS THE EXPLOSIVE TOWARDS VESTRON. And runs
out of the castle.

VESTRON:
GUUAARRRDSSS!!!.
BLAST!!!
- UNDERGROUND KYLIAM - BELOW VESTRON CASTLE
Tim runs through the underground where he worked. Through the
tight corners and twists and turns of the underground.
2 minutes later, he finds a wall above him so quickly he puts
his legs out and CLIMBS UP THE wall.
As soon as he does this, the maze of the underground is below
him. While railroad tracks are above him. He looks around.
Compared to the underground and the Vestron Castle, Planet
Kyliam is endless and beautiful. The cool breeze of the morning
is refreshing, while the sun rises over the peaks of the edge of
the planet.
He couldn’t stay there long as guards followed him and cornered
him. Tim would not be denied and tossed around again. Determined
to find his speed, strength and wit back, he knew he had to do
one thing: escape.
Running on top of the underground walls, he narrowly gets past
the guards and pushes a few off the top.
Unfortunately though, the top runs for about a mile then drops
to a pad zone for the Air & Space Company for Kyliam.
Tim continues to dodge the guards and runs on top.
5 minutes later,
- PAD ZONE FOR THE AIR & SPACE COMPANY FOR KYLIAM.
The ex-slave has finally made it to the metallic pad zone. When
he jumps, he almost slips. There’s a Cruiser 3IV up ahead. That
has enough fuel to get me completely away from here. He thought.
And here comes the trouble…

Fast approaching on Gear wheels.
Compare that to the speed of an ex-slave who has no strength and
has been stripped of his abilities… It's not good.
Knowing what is behind him, Tim runs as fast as he possibly
could.
A guard’s Gear Wheel comes up in front of him and sticks his
electric staff at the ex-slave. Tim looks right at him, then
tries to grab the staff - fails the first time.
But doesn’t the fifth time as he firmly grabs a hold of the
staff and YANKS the guard off the wheel, in which it stops
abruptly. Tim, then, goes to the wheel and ZOOMS OFF.
TIM:
(Jaw-dropped)
WOWW!!! This thing really does move.
Over the course of the next few minutes, Tim fights the other
guards on Gear Wheels.
- SHIP PORT - PLANET KYLIAM
Tim’s Gear Wheel finally arrives at the Ship Port, where he’ll
find the ship, Cruiser 3IV, to get out of Kyliam.
Since he doesn’t know how to stop it, he jumps off. Gets up and
walks inside the Ship Port and climbs into the ship. Studies the
controls and off he goes…
Into the Planet’s atmosphere.
TIM:
Later Kyliam.
- PLANET ATMOSPHERE - OUTSIDE KYLIAM
Once he reaches the atmosphere and is totally out of Kyliam’s
control, he then blasts off to HYPER VOYAGE…
Tim is finally free of Kyliam’s cruel control!

CUT TO:
- DESTROYED VESTRON CASTLE - KYLIAM
In the rumble and crumble of what used to lie Vestron’s Castle,
Guards and followers of Vestron are lifting the rocks and
colorful diamond that once built the castle.
THEN:
A shaky, low-groaning RUMBLES THE ASHES… it GROWS LOUDER…
CONTINUED:
When suddenly…
TRANSITION TO:
- COMING OUT OF HYPER VOYAGE - GALACTIC TRAVELING
Tim’s small Cruiser 3IV ROCKETS OUT OF Hyper Voyage...
HYPER VOYAGE: A method of galaxy traveling from one place to
another.
… We “fly in” to the Cruiser 3IV.
- CRUISER 3IV
Tim’s fingers mess with the controls as he makes his way across
the galaxy. To where? He does not know yet.
We “fly out” of the Cruiser 3IV as it continues to move its way
through the galaxy.
- INFINITE GALAXY
As we adventure across the INFINITE GALAXY and the billions of
stars surrounding us, we see Tim’s small Cruiser 3IV. Like a
little speck of dust in the giant galaxy. His FINAL DESTINATION:
UNKNOWN.
A FEW MINUTES LATER AND WE ENTER…
HYPER VOYAGE - The Cruiser 3IV is now engulfed in transportation
galactic winds.

It’s only a FEW SECONDS THOUGH, before we drop out of HYPER
VOYAGE. We continue the journey throughout the Galaxy.
Meanwhile, a small ship of some kind COMES INTO VIEW and slips
away. QUICKLY as it came.
Tim’s CRUISER 3IV is still breezing through the galaxy. When
suddenly, BLAST! The ship's computer SCREAMS with ALERTS. Tim
RUSHES to try to fix the rapid issues.
JUST THEN, out of the almost shadows of the infinite space, a
massive off-colored MATTE BLACK AIRSHIP comes towards Tim’s
ant-sized ship.
Another BLAST! The Cruiser’s engines are failing. And it’s
descending FAST. A wire attaches itself to the Cruiser from the
airship. Another.
HE’S BEING PULLED IN.
TIM POV: the scene changes from a galaxy-filled… sky to the
off-colored NOTHINGNESS. Multiple thoughts rush inside our
ex-slave’s mind. Is he going back to Kyliam? What’s going to
happen to him? Lots and lots of thoughts rushing inside his
mind. Inside a pool of thoughts, he manages to get out one: to
close his eyes and think good thoughts. Good times for… later.
Possibly.
The ship gets stopped abruptly, his eyes open, or do they? Since
it’s so dark in there. He wouldn’t see either way. There’s
movement outside his ship, however. The top hatch opens.
WE HEAR TRIBAL DRUMS ARE HEARD. WE SEE NOTHING. Poke! Tim’s eyes
open to…
INT. GREAT HALL - ARSHIP

...Frogs of some kind drumming to the beat of the tribal music.
Flags are hung on the walls. Torches also hang on every other
column. Tim keeps looking around when…
VOICE:
Welcome! Stranger...
(The ex-slave looks around)
...to our Arship.
A RICH-FILLED RED CAPE flows gently through the air as it makes
its way down. Tim looks up just in time to see a toad… wearing
a… cape? That’s weird!
TOAD (CONT’D):
(Build-up)
As you may know, I am the one. The only. The infamous…
(Along with him, the drummers build up reveal)
…Lord of the Felon Warship Armada… GAR…
THEN: suddenly an electric guitar version of AXEL F interrupts
him. The “lord” looks to his LEFT in surprise. The electric
guitarist is before the tribal drummers. The drummers are
shocked as well.
Having come from a dictatorship planet, Tim is on the verge of
laughing. He never thought this was possible.
A minute later and it’s over.
Gargano, the Lord of the Felon Warship Armada, looked at the
guitarist in question. The other walked off, head down.
The lord, then, went back to what he was doing…
GARGANO (CONT’D):
...Lord of the Felon Warship Armada…
GARGANO!!! So stranger, what may I do for you?

